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Seating Series: Nourish Medical Chairs

NourishTM was developed in consultation with leading healthcare
professionals to be the "perfect patient medical chairs". Nourish 
offers unique features to address a variety of body types, sizes and 
mobility issues. 

To facilitate safe patient transfer, each arm can be easily raised back
allowing horizontal movement to and from the chair.  Nourish
Medical Chairs feature height adjustable legs that adjust independently
to enhance the comfort level of various body types. The bariatric chair 
model is only available in 18.5" fixed height. 

"Tilt and Move" wheels are standard on the rear legs for ease of
movement within a space. Models can be personalized with a
concealed depth adjustable headrest, depth adjustable "schukra"
lumbar support and flexible back motion. Nourish your “fleet of” 
hospital chairs with patient medical chairs that are “perfect”. 

Top Left to Right: GC3684F shown in Momentum Drift, Grenadine (YDN0) and Allante, Cinnamon (A22E). GC3685 shown in Mayer Rain Dance, Lake (RD34) and Mayer 
Silverweave FR, Baltic (YBK9). All Frames shown in Tungsten (TUN) and urethane armrests shown in Platinum (PLT).

Nourish
TM

the body with comfort. 

GC3684F High Flex Back with Schukra lumbar support and adjustable headrest. GC3685 Bariatric Chair High Back with fixed legs. 
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GC3684F Rear wheels & push bar allow chair to tip & move, giving caregivers the ability to move the chair without lifting. (Not for Patient Transfer)

Features and Options

Easy grip push bar assists in
ease of movement of these
medical chairs. (optional)

Concealed Schukra adjustable
headrest support for easy
adjustment and individual
comfort. (On select models)

Patient transfer arms fold out of
the way when the trigger is
released and allow horizontal
movement in and out of these
medical chairs.

3" height adjustable legs with
preset locking pin. 

Concealed Schukra adjustable
back lumbar support. (On select

medical chairs)
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Features

Above: Shown in Mayer Rain Dance, Aloe (RD31) and Mayer Silverweave FR, Jade (YBK8).
Cover: GC3684F shown in Momentum Drift, Grenadine (YDN0) and Allante, Cinnamon (A22E). Frames shown in Tungsten (TUN) and urethane armrests shown in Platinum (PLT).

Schukra depth adjustable lumbar support for
additional comfort (available on select models)

Molded self skinned urethane armcaps are 
durable, moisture resistant, and soft to the touch 

Concealed Schukra depth adjustable headrest
(available on select models)

Ottoman is angled to
alleviate leg stress and

provide comfort

Seating available in 17"-20"  
and 20"-23" seat height ranges 

Ottoman nests under chair 
(all heights) to prevent

obstruction when not in use

Patient Transfer Arms – Easy to raise arms out of
the way, providing side access for patient

Height Adjustable Legs - Allow 3"
seat height range adjustability and
seat angle adjustment

Fixed and flex backs are available

Rear wheels Tip & Move to
allow for easy and safe
relocation of these medical chairs

Contoured high density
Ultracell Bio Foam seat

cushion with seamless
front edge and waterfall

front helps relieve
pressure points

Contoured back rest alleviates pressure

Optional easy grasp push bar to assist in ease of movement (not shown)
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